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Highlights 

• Semi-empirical model on SOFC degradation data for lifetime prediction 

• Parameterization of SOFC degradation on extensive quantity of experimentally degradation data 

• Detailed analysis of temperature and steam dependency for accelerated aging of Ni-YSZ electrodes 

Abstract 

Solid Oxide Fuel Cell (SOFC) lifetime prognosis is a substantial challenge for market introduction. 

This paper illustrates an accelerated testing approach based on an extensive quantity of experimental 

degradation data and suggests derivable degradation quantities for SOFC with focus on a large number of 

tests. The semi-empirical degradation models are based on the underlying physical degradation phenomena 

in the cell and are used for projection of temperature and steam impact on SOFC aging. Degradation tests 

performed at seven different temperatures and four different p(H2O) in the fuel gas are used for evaluation. 

The key contribution of this study is parameterization of the aging model by experimental data while 

physical simulations in literature usually lack such robust empirical foundation. 
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1 Introduction 

Solid Oxide Fuel Cells (SOFCs) are a promising technology for stationary and mobile power 

applications. Research activities over the last decades were dedicated to improve the performance and 

durability of the individual cell and stack components to reach commercial viability targets. For stationary 

applications (e.g. domestic combined heat and power generators) a lifetime of 40,000-80,000 h is expected to 

be competitive with current generalized generation or diesel generator technologies [1]. However, the 

estimation of lifetime and reliability of cells and stacks is a remaining critical issue for commercialisation. 

Long-term tests from 1 kh up to 70 kh are reported [2]. Yet, with enhancing durability of the SOFC 

technology, longer lifetime tests will be needed to identify failures and quantify long-term degradation rates. 

Logically, these tests are costly and often impractical. Hence, it will be desirable to determine SOFC lifetime 

by other means and in shorter times.  

Accelerated test (AT) is a widely used approach in reliability engineering [3]. Within the reliability 

discipline, ATs are divided into two complementary but important approaches to derive reliability and 

lifetime information. For qualitative ATs (‘torture testing’) devices are subjected to a harsher-than-usual 

combination of operating parameters. This methodology is already implemented in SOFC long-term 

durability tests for example by performing redox-cycle tests and deliberate poisoning tests [4,5]. In general, 

this detrimental failure should be avoided under actual use. However, the experiments are necessary to assess 

and to contribute to improving e.g. electrode structure, composition or the stack design.  

On the other hand, the quantitative AT approach attempts to obtain degradation-time distribution at a 

specific level of operating conditions and utilize models to justified extrapolation to the nominal level. In 

many cases, the relationship between an accelerating variable (stressor) and the actual degradation 

mechanism based on physical/chemical theory can be extremely complex. Efforts within the 

physical/chemical interpretation approach are frequently based on a small number of experiments [6,7] and 

lack the measurement around the mean life. Thus, an empirically derived model building on statistical data 
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may be an attractive alternative. This approach is routinely used in batteries [8,9] and microelectronics [10], 

but not yet in the field of SOFC/SOEC. 

In analogy to lifetime tests of rechargeable batteries, SOFC lifetime tests can be separated into ‘cycle 

life’ and ‘calendar life’ tests. Aging of SOFCs leads to resistance changes due to e.g. mechanical and 

electrochemical aging processes. Mechanical failures occur for example due to mismatches of the 

temperature expansion coefficients of the different materials which the SOFC is composed of. Therefore, this 

failure is mainly introduced at start-up and shut-down procedures and dynamic operation of SOFC stacks and 

can be evaluated by simulating e.g. temperature cycles (‘cycling life’). 

On the other hand, under constant operating conditions (‘calendar life’) primarily electrochemical 

aging takes place. It includes chemical and structural processes that all lead to an increase of the area specific 

resistance (ASR) over time, such as degradation of the fuel electrode (e.g. Ni-coarsening, Ni-Ni percolation 

loss, carbon and sulfur poisoning [11]), the oxygen electrode (e.g. Cr-poisoning [12], second phase formation 

[13]) and electrolyte (e.g. conductivity loss [13]). Aging phenomena for instance poisoning effects or 

secondary phase formation can be avoided to a certain extent via adjustments of fuel composition, choice of 

oxygen electrode or choice of operating conditions. On the other hand, microstructural degradation of the Ni-

YSZ electrode and Cr-poisoning are critical processes, which are hardly preventable in state-of-the-art 

technology and therefore targeted aging phenomena.  

This study focusses on classical accelerated ‘calendar life’ testing methods for SOFCs by semi-

empirical AT tests. The results are analysed with reliability methodology and experimentally derivable 

degradation quantifications for AT are proposed in the field of SOFC. 
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2 SOFC degradation analysis 

Degradation is fundamental to all devices. As the cell degrades, a decrease of performance follows. 

The progress of the performance degradation depends on time and stressor, i.e. one or more operating 

parameters. In Figure 1a a common SOFC voltage degradation [14] curve of a degradation test under 

constant operating conditions is shown, i.e. a so-called ‘calendar life’ test. 

 

Figure 1 Voltage degradation curve for a long-term SOFC single cell test. End-of-life limits were calculated 

using a 10% voltages loss (ΔV/Vo) based on the initial voltage with a wear-in period V0(0h) = 0.84 V, red 

line and without a wear-in period V0 (2000 h) = 0.78 V, green line (a). The bathtube curve is a modified 

illustration taken from [15], showing degradation over time (b). 

Obviously, an initial degradation trend (wear-in) is followed by a relatively linear intrinsic 

degradation rate (IDR) and finally if the test is operated long enough a progressive degradation rate (= wear-

out) region might occur [14,16]. The degradation pattern over time follows therefore typically a bathtub-

shaped curve for device degradation [15]. Particularly, the wear-in (= initial degradation) causes challenges 

for lifetime prediction and complicates reporting of degradation rates for SOFC tests, because a simple 

extrapolation is not possible for short testing times. In fact, different lifetime limits are obtained whether or 

not a wear-in period is considered (see Figure 1a). By extrapolation of the IDR, the corresponding end-of-life 
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equals to approx. 23,300 h vs. 87,900 h and demonstrates the impact of the wear-in region on lifetime 

prediction. In the field of reliability engineering such an effect is not unfamiliar and can be encountered if 

large differences of degradation rates of two different degradation populations exist for one device. Each 

population is a sum of various degradation phenomena. If the two degradation modes are clearly separated in 

time, it is possible to discriminate between the two processes. For SOFC lifetime it is crucial to eliminate the 

wear-in region, so that the end-of-life target of e.g. 10% voltage loss for SOFC as proposed by the U.S. 

Department of Energy [17] becomes a feasible objective. In SOFCs, this could be achieved by designing an 

adequate accelerated conditioning treatment which removes the initial degradation, i.e. the wear-in period. 

As seen in previous work [18,19] the degradation in the wear-in region is dominated by degradation 

processes due to the fuel electrode in state-of-the-art cells. Therefore, particularly stressors affecting fuel 

electrode degradation can be considered relevant to design an accelerated conditioning process. According to 

many experimental studies high steam/hydrogen ratio [20,21] in the fuel or high temperature [22,23] can be 

possible degradation ‘controllers’, as they tend to accelerate microstructural changes of the fuel electrode and 

thereby yielding faster performance stabilization. Furthermore, as SOFCs are mostly operated in galvano- or 

potentiostatic mode – current density or overpotential can be considered as additional stressors. However, so 

far current density/overpotential seem to have no effect on the microstructural degradation of the Ni-YSZ 

electrode [24] or only show a subordinate impact by regulation of the steam content in the fuel during 

operation of a SOFC [18]. In the following sections, the semi-empirical accelerating approach is outlined 

with focus on the temperature and steam partial pressure. 

2.1. Models for evaluation of degradation  

Different semi-empirical fitting models may be used for quantitative ATs. Most common are scale-

acceleration models. These models presume that degradation D at a particular stressor level s is scaled by an 

accelerating factor AF  

𝐷𝐷(𝑠𝑠) =  𝐷𝐷(𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑜) ∙ 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴(𝑠𝑠) (1) 
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Here 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴(𝑠𝑠) is a positive function of s, fulfilling 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴(𝑠𝑠0) = 1. Furthermore, as D will be represented as 

distribution of degradation data rather than a discrete value at a specific stressor level s an appropriate 

distribution function (e.g. exponential, log-normal, Weibull) needs to be identified to describe D with the 

mean value µ and the spread σ of the distribution. This distribution is naturally caused by arbitrary random 

effects (e.g. different operators, differences in microstructure etc.) 

With the focus on accelerating fuel electrode degradation, the major stressors temperature and steam 

content in the fuel are considered for determining the AF. First, the empirically derived Arrhenius type 

lifetime equation is used to take the accelerating impact of temperature into account [25]: 

[AF(T)] = exp �𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴
kB

( 1
To
− 1

Ts
)�  (2) 

where EA is the thermal degradation activation energy, kB the Boltzmann constant and T the 

temperature at nominal conditions To and at a specific stressor level Ts. 

Based on sintering kinetics [26] and sintering studies of catalysts [27] the evaluation of the 

acceleration impact due to the steam partial pressure is considered via a power-law dependency. 

[AF(steam)] = ( p(𝐻𝐻2𝑂𝑂)s
p(𝐻𝐻2𝑂𝑂)0

)n  (3) 

where n is the acceleration exponent and p(H2O)o and p(H2O)s the steam partial pressure at nominal 

and stressor conditions, respectively.  

2.2. Quantification of degradation 

To obtain a lifetime prediction model from experimental aging tests, degradation metrics are 

necessary to derive at a mathematical description. In order to allow statistical treatment for degradation 

prognostics, the experiments should complementary favour fast and accessible 'aging quantities'. For Ni-YSZ 

electrodes separate metrics are considered to parameterize degradation based on experimental data. Their 

suitability in relation to testing a large number of samples is furthermore outlined. 

Change of particle diameter of Ni-particles.  
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Microstructural changes of the Ni-YSZ electrode often lead to electrochemical degradation of Ni-YSZ 

electrodes [29] and were shown to correlate with the ASR increase of the fuel electrode. In fact, the majority 

of Ni-YSZ microstructural changes can be obtained from ex-situ measurements in a furnace in which only 

gas composition, temperature and time are parameters to investigate microstructural changes and so would 

simplify the needed testing equipment.  

Certainly, description/quantification of microstructural changes in a porous, complex structured 

material – as it is the case for Ni-YSZ electrodes – is generally difficult. However, in practice different 

parameters are used to quantify microstructural changes. Experimentally based durability studies are 

relying on such quantities to allow computation of lifetime and reliability. Most frequently, Ni-YSZ structures 

are geometrically parameterized via the mean particle diameter. The advantage of the mean particle 

diameter compared to other microstructural properties (i.e. triple phase boundary length, tortuosity factor) 

is that it is a rather easy accessible quantity and often derived from 2D analysis. This is beneficial if 

investigating a large number of samples. Therefore, in the following the microstructural degradation 

parameter Δr (the change of mean particle diameter) will be quantified as 

∆rmicrostruture = particle diameterplateau−particle diameterinitial
particle diameterinitial

∙ 100 (5) 

where particle diameterplateau refers to the mean Ni-particle size reached at the intrinsic degradation 

rate. 

Change of area specific resistance of Ni-YSZ electrodes.  

The performance and durability test results included in this work are obtained on SOFC cells applying 

electrochemical impedance (EI) measurements to quantify cell resistance. An adequate equivalent circuit 

model ideally allows separating between area specific resistance (ASR) degradation of fuel electrode, oxygen 

electrode and electrolyte. Hence, by modeling cell resistance data via cluster fitting impedance tools, analysis 

times can be drastically shortened and could allow for a standardized and automated result treatment for 

accelerated testing purposes. 
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Recently, an analysis of a large number of ASR degradation data of Ni-YSZ electrodes obtained in 

cell durability tests over at least 1000 h was published [18]. Initial and final ASR values at standardized 

conditions were determined to allow comparison of differently operated cells. Therein, the degradation 

parameter r (change of ASR) given in % kh-1, was specified as 

rASR = ASRinitial−ASRfinal
ASRinitial

∙ 1000
ttesting

∙ 100 (6) 

3 Results and Discussion 

Using the above outlined degradation quantities, the following sections discuss the influence of two 

acceleration parameters 1) temperature and 2) steam content on the fuel electrode degradation to predict 

needed testing times concerning the wear-in region of calendar-life SOFC tests (see Figure 1). In section 3.1 

and section 3.2 the influences of temperature directing Ni-particle coarsening (expressed via a 

microstructural degradation rate) will be analyzed. In section 3.3 the effect of steam content on the 

electrochemical degradation (expressed via ASR degradation rate) at nominal temperature condition will be 

evaluated furthermore.  

3.1. Acceleration parameter: Temperature influencing Ni-particle coarsening – study 
disregarding steam/hydrogen atmosphere  

The starting point for analyzing the effect of temperature with the statistical methodology involved 

selection of 34 long-term tests (in-house and results reported in literature) where measurements of the mean 

Ni-particle size were available.  

The data had to fulfill the basic criterion of stabilization of Ni-YSZ degradation after few hundred hours 

operation as confirmed via EI spectroscopy or conductivity measurements or microstructural investigation 

with time where the particle diameterplateau was expected to be reached. Table 1 lists the relevant test results 
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and key test parameters all reported in literature or in-house data from Dept. of Energy Conversion and 

Storage, Technical University of Denmark.  

Establishing a model based on literature and in-house results allowed focussing on the ‘between-SOFC’ 

variation when multiple SOFC-units from different manufacturers are tested and not only on ‘within-SOFC’ 

observations (same cell batch) thus including random effects naturally occurring due to the uncertainty of e.g. 

manufacturing processes.  

The underlying uncertainties due to the difference in microscopic analysis method (analyzing and 

imaging method) are expected to be minimized via comparison of the relative change of one data point 

evaluated by the same technique. The difference of two individually applied analysis methods of four samples 

(two in-house samples and the two samples of Ref. [29]) could be assessed and varied from 1 to 8% which is 

still smaller than the total variation of the degradation data distribution (10-37%). Furthermore, each mean 

value of the degradation data point resulted from a ratio of data analysed via the individual methods. Thus, 

the differences in analysis methods were additionally accounted for in the standard deviation of each 

temperature degradation point. 

Table 1 References for the temperature influence study 

Ref. calendar-life 
test 

analysis 
method 

imaging 
method time / h T / oC d(start) / 

µm 
d(plateau) / 

µm 
in-house electrochemical 1 1 3500 700 1.18 1.21 
in-house electrochemical 1 1 1500 700 1.19 1.29 

Ananyev [23] conductivity 1 2 3000 700 1.48 1.68 
Marina [30] electrochemical n/s 4 2500 700 1.00 1.10 

in-house electrochemical 1 1 1500 700 1.10 1.18 
Ananyev [23] conductivity 1 2 3000 700 1.48 1.52 

in-house electrochemical 1 1 4000 700 1.18 1.25 
in-house furnace 2 3 775 750 0.70 0.74 
in-house furnace 2 3 775 750 0.68 0.72 
in-house electrochemical 1 1 3500 750 1.09 1.27 
in-house electrochemical 2 3 1500 750 0.80 1.00 
in-house furnace 2 3 775 750 1.06 1.14 
in-house electrochemical 2 3 9000 750 1.04 1.27 
in-house furnace 2 3 775 750 0.96 1.08 

Ananyev [23] conductivity 1 2 3000 800 1.48 1.78 
Faes [31] electrochemical 2 1 1900 800 0.78 0.90 
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Marina electrochemical n/s 4 2500 800 1.00 1.00 
Ananyev [23] conductivity 1 2 3000 800 1.48 1.88 

in-house furnace 1 1 1000 800 1.19 1.41 
in-house furnace 1 1 1000 800 1.19 1.40 

Parikh [32] electrochemical 3 5 2000 800 0.89 1.14 
in-house electrochemical 1 1 1500 800 1.10 1.24 
Faes [31] electrochemical 2 1 1130 800 0.63 0.85 

Tanasini [33] electrochemical 2 1 1000 850 0.64 0.77 
in-house [22] electrochemical 2 3 1500 850 0.80 1.02 
Marina [30] electrochemcial n/s 4 2500 900 1.00 1.30 
Parikh [32] electrochemical 3 5 2000 925 0.89 1.33 

Mantzouris [34] conductivity n/s n/s 1000 1000 1.56 3.11 
in-house [24] conductivity 1 1 300 1000 1.00 1.34 
Simwonis [35] furnace 2 n/s 4000 1000 2.04 2.57 
in-house [24] conductivity 1 1 300 1000 1.00 1.24 

Jiang [36] furnace 2 n/s 2000 1000 1.50 2.70 
Marina [30] electrochemical n/s 4 2500 1000 1.00 1.90 
in-house [24] conductivity 1 1 300 1000 1.00 1.37 

analysis method: 1 d50 of continuous phase size distribution, 2 mean length intercept method, 3 calculated from 3D, n/s 
not stated ; imaging method: 1 SEM-CC,  2 BSE/SE, 3 SE, 4 SEM/EDX,  5 FIB-SEM 

The results were subjected to evaluation using a log-normal Arrhenius aging dependency, as described in 

Section 2.1. The log-normal probability plot analysis for T = 700-850 oC and 1000 oC (only one 

measurement at 900 and 925 oC did not allow analysis in that temperature range) is shown in Figure 2a and 

yielded a nearly constant shape parameter σ (= standard log-normal distribution). The suggested log-normal 

distribution of degradation data was thus confirmed [3]. Furthermore, the assumed 1/T dependency was 

evaluated via an Arrhenius degradation plot (Fig. 2b) and subsequently the degradation activation parameter 

EA was calculated.  
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Figure 2 (a) Shape-parameter (distribution of degradation data) σ vs. stressor T (b) Arrhenius degradation 

dependency of 34 long-term tested Ni-YSZ electrodes. 

Concluding from the regression analysis, the model seems suitable to describe the impact of stressor 

T in the temperature range from 700 – 1000 oC (R2=0.882). However, the data shows tendencies to deviate 

from the Arrhenius behaviour, especially at T≥900 oC. Removing of the data points >900 oC significantly 

improved the regression R2=0.994. Several factors may explain this observed temperature limitation of Ni-

YSZ degradation. To some extend this could be an effect of the quite general approach towards aging 

estimation based on literature data and own results (this will be further discussed in Section 3.2). On the 

other hand, this limit of acceleration could also be ascribed to a possible stabilization effect of the supporting 

YSZ matrix surrounding the Ni-particles. This stabilization may prevent Ni-particles to grow further, even at 

higher temperature. Thus, increasing the temperature beyond 850 oC (900oC) does not lead to further 

accelerated growth of Ni-particles as the YSZ structure still remains immobile [37]. Nevertheless, so far a 

clear accelerated Arrhenius aging behavior is concluded from 700 – 850 oC by regression analysis and for 

this data-set EA was determined to be EA,700-850C = 88 ± 4 kJ mol-1. It allows assessing the impact of the 
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different T stressor levels. Usually, three to four different temperature points in the AT matrix might be 

sufficient to parameterize an aging model for a specific cell type.  

3.2. Acceleration parameters: Temperature influencing Ni-particle coarsening - 
studies at high steam/hydrogen ratio and similar initial particle size  

To evaluate if the assumed acceleration dependency of temperature is also valid on an approach 

where steam atmosphere and initial particle size are considered as an individual influence, the following 

criteria were defined to evaluate particle coarsening only in high steam atmosphere and similar 

microstructures: 

• The tested samples showed a porosity fraction of 22%-31%, a Ni-volume fraction between 30-33% and 

a particle diameterinitial, ranging from 0.63-1.56 µm. These ranges were considered to represent the 

natural log-normal distribution of microstructural properties inside the sample, based on data from in-

house reference microstructures. 

• The microstructural changes of the Ni-YSZ structure occurred in the presences of p(H2O) ≥ 0.2 atm, 

either generated during operation or via sufficient external steam supply in an ex situ furnace test. 

This selection criterion was based on thermodynamic calculations for the stability of Ni(OH)2 species 

in a H2/H2O atmosphere [38]. This or similar Ni-hydroxide species are believed to favor a particular 

diffusion mechanism of Ni-particles. 

These criteria led to exclusion of 13 data points from the original 34. In the following, the same 

analysis as in section 3.1 was adopted to this data selection (labelled ‘selected’ in Figure 3) with again 

focusing on temperature dependency. Furthermore, the same analysis based on solely in-house results which 

show the most similar Ni-YSZ microstructure structure and where all cells were tested in high steam partial 

pressure (labelled ‘in-house’ in Figure 3). Therefore, the established T dependency seems capable to describe 

electrodes of a ‘within-SOFC’ population that are similarly produced and a ‘between-SOFC’ population 

where the initial microstructure is more variant. As a further consequence, initial particle size or the presence 
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of steam seem to have secondary effect on the relative change of Ni-particle size specifically. It appears to be 

an effect dominated by temperature. This is in good agreement with former reported data on metal supported 

catalysts where particle sintering depends upon temperature, atmosphere, support and metal – with 

decreasing importance for the each variable and temperature being the most critical parameter [39].  

 

Figure 3 Arrhenius Ni coarsening dependency vs. reciproke stressor T with in-house (□), selected (Δ) and 

included literature results (●) 

When comparing the accelerating impact of T on Ni-YSZ degradation with previous studies, only 

scarce data is available. Yet, the Arrhenius dependency was also used in a simulation study by Nakajo et al. 

[6]. An increase from 700 – 800 oC was estimated to accelerate coarsening of Ni-particles by approx. a factor 

of four at p(H2O)=0.5. The model herein predicts a more conservative acceleration by a factor 2.7 on the 

basis of a larger set of experimental data.  
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3.3. Acceleration parameter: Steam - studies at lower temperature 

In line with the particle size coarsening, a second set of data was evaluated. This data focus on 

variation of stressor steam at lower temperature. The relevant information on the data selection and testing 

information can be found in [18]. A short summary of important test specifications for the current study and 

results is given in Table 2.  

Table 2 ASR data from [18] 

Ref. time / h T / oC j 
/ A cm-2 

p(H2O)in ASRinitial / 
Ω cm2 

ASRfinal / 
Ω cm2 

p(H2O)out 

4 2302 700 0.25 0.0 0.214 0.286 0.45 
51 1509 700 0.5 0.04 0.216 0.337 0.64 
10 2026 700 0.5 0.04 0.188 0.288 0.60 
17* 1512 700 0.75 0.05 0.217 0.343 0.63 
94 1513 750 0.75 0.15 0.180 0.294 0.68 
143 1243 750 0.75 0.15 0.160 0.228 0.70 
144 1565 750 0.75 0.16 0.173 0.242 0.66 
85 1575 750 0.25 0.16 0.184 0.293 0.69 
92a 1506 750 0.75 0.16 0.179 0.286 0.73 
83 1508 750 0.25 0.16 0.147 0.218 0.44 
98 1503 750 1.19 0.24 0.182 0.316 0.69 
185 1000 750 0.5 0.25 0.124 0.198 0.53 
95 1502 750 0.75 0.26 0.205 0.393 0.68 
52 1500 700 0.5 0.4 0.229 0.432 0.50 
39* 1013 750 0.75 0.4 0.107 0.182 0.56 
50 1321 700 0.5 0.4 0.173 0.367 0.52 

In this study [18] the degradation effect of steam outlet flow as a key degradation parameter for Ni-YSZ 

electrodes was clearly established. One of the conclusions was that the impact of current density on 

degradation should rather be described in terms of the effect of the steam partial pressure. It was incorporated 

into the accelerating variable and as a consequence, the trend became more definite [18]. The alternative 

approach here considers the spread of degradation rates due to current density in the probability density 

function over the mean µ inlet partial pressure – analogous to the statistical evaluation of the T influence. 

Focusing on the inlet partial pressure allows determination of a steam related AF in case of in-situ but 

likewise for ex-situ performed tests.  
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Aside from the inlet steam partial pressure, empirically derived accelerated testing models are often also 

considering the relative humidity as steam stressor variable. In the investigated case, however, similar 

results were obtained for the steam dependency, either expressed as relative humidity or absolute partial 

steam pressure. Due to a small improvement in the regression analysis the absolute partial pressure is used 

for the semi-empirical evaluation. 

The degradation vs. stressor steam was thus analyzed. The mean degradation rate at each steam stressor 

measurement seemed to follow again a log-normal distribution (consistency of shape parameter σ = standard 

lognormal distribution). Thereafter, the impact due to partial pressure (see Eq.(3)) was studied via a power-

law dependency and the exponent n in Eq.(3) was determined (Figure 4b).  

 

Figure 4 (a) Shape-parameter (distribution of degradation data) σ vs. stressor steam given as relative 

humidity (RH) (b) Power-law plot of fuel electrode degradation. 

Obviously, the power-law trend is not given over the complete stressor range (4-40% RH). Yet, in 

Figure 4b the degradation rate is seemingly lower for either 4% or 15% inlet steam partial pressure 

compared to 25% or 40%. Thus, the tendency can be either seen for 15<25<40%, however also for 
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4<25<40%. Apparently there is a point of inflection occurring in the degradation data below 15% steam 

partial pressure which may indicate a change of degradation mechanism [15]. Therefore, the proposed semi-

empirical acceleration model can so far only be applied for tests with a steam partial pressure > 0.15; with 

the resulting power-law exponent of n = 0.72. 

3.4. Combination of acceleration impact of stressors T and RH 

Certainly, the ultimate aim for an accelerated conditioning process would be to combine the 

acceleration effect of the two stressors T and steam partial pressure. The analysis of the two individual 

accelerating variables reveals firstly that temperature primarily determines the final Ni-particle diameter 

(with negligible influence of steam). Previous studies are certainly supporting this conclusion as they show 

similar dependencies of fuel electrode degradation upon the influence of temperature in different 

steam/hydrogen environments [20,40]. Secondly, the higher degradation at low temperature due to steam 

content may probably have a different degradation origin.  

To combine the individual stressors for AT proposes, statistical evaluation of steam data at higher 

temperature is needed (e.g. 850oC) to determine the interaction term. Additionally, a correlation function of 

the two degradation metrics would be needed as there might not be a linear connection between AF factors 

determined from microscopic and ASR based studies.  

Despite these limits, the individual acceleration factors determined are still useful for manufacturers 

and for demonstrating the methodology to predict the acceleration impact. Figure 5 highlights the 

possibilities for valuable prediction of effects of accelerating factors for SOFC in this case for the 

experimental parameters included in this study. Similar statistical approaches could be applied to other key 

parameters for SOFC lifetime. Figure 5 clearly shows how the temperature is the dominating accelerating 

variable due to the exponential acceleration effect. Moreover, it needs to be noted that this model is limited to 

conditions supported by the experimental data. For example, it would not be correct to use the calculated 
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activation parameter EA for predictions at lower T. Even though operating SOFCs at 650 oC is certainly of 

technological relevance. The simulation of the acceleration factor is therefore limited to a specific data range.  

 

Figure 5 Comparision of the acceleration impact of the two individual stressors T and RH for nominal 

conditions (s0,T  = 700 oC and s0,RH = 0.15) 

4 Conclusion 

In this work, a classical statistical approach to quantify SOFC degradation was proposed. An 

extensive data pool (34 microstructural and 16 electrochemical studies) of ‘calendar life’ aging tests of Ni-

YSZ electrodes was statistically treated. Two different degradation parameters for the wear-in period were 

suggested (relative increase of Ni-particle size and increase of area-specific-resistance for Ni-YSZ 

electrodes) and in that way the accelerated aging impact of two stressors, temperature (T) and relative 

humidity (RH), was quantitatively analyzed. For the temperature dependency, a log-normal Arrhenius aging 

model was successfully applied. The model allows aging prediction in the temperature range between 700-
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850oC. Beyond these temperatures, the data could not be described via this model, indicating that there is a 

temperature limit for accelerating Ni-particle coarsening. For the electrochemically tested cells, the steam 

impact was evaluated and could be fitted via a power-law degradation model in a RH range from 15-40%. At 

low RH (0- 4%) the data indicated that a different ageing mechanism was more significant.  

For the case that the individual stressors accelerate different degradation phenomena of the Ni-YSZ 

structure, an acceleration model to combine the two stressors was proposed. This model needs to be validated 

in future work. The results of the statistical approach to SOFC degradation data and the here applied model 

based on empirical data is a powerful tool to optimize strategies for an accelerated conditioning procedure for 

SOFC. 
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Abbreviations 

ASR area specific resistance 

AT  Accelerated Test 

EI electrochemical impedance 

IDR  intrinsic degradation rate 

Ni-YSZ  Nickel-Yttria Stablized Zirconia 

RH relative humidity 

SOFC  Solid Oxide Fuel Cell 
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